Clean Access Platform (CAP) Access

Forward bulkhead (elevation)

ODS

P3/P4 Truss

KU-Band Antenna

HiCrew Installed Scaffolding and Pick Board (One person access)

Blanket Removal Area

Notes: 1. Ladder for pick board access not shown for clarity.
2. CAP hoist ropes not shown for clarity.
3. ~12 inches clearance between P3/P4 and CAP.
Clean Access Platform (CAP) Access

- Fwd Blkhd
- ODS
- “D” camera
- KU-Band antenna
- Pick Board (24”x120” shown)
- Scaffolding (HiCrew installed)
- P3/P4 Truss
- CAP
Clean Access Platform (CAP) Access

- Fwd Blkhd (Xo=576)
- Pick Board (24”x120” shown)
- “D” camera
- Clearance ~35”
- ODS Truss (Xo=611)
- CAP (Xo=705)
- P3/P4 Truss
- Scaffolding (HiCrew installed)
- KU-Band antenna